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1. Introduction 

This document gives an indication to the users about system requirements and new functionalities and 

enhancements that are implemented in Argonaut v3.1 Software.  

Details about the implementation of all functionalities are not covered in this document. More details and 

information can be found in the user guide and the internal application Help function, which are available in the 

installation directory and within the application respectively.  

For details about rule implementations in the programs, the user should consult the LR Thickness Measurement 

And Close Up Survey Guide for information about how to use the program for specific ship structures. 

 

2. Product information 

Download the Argonaut software from www.lr.org/argonaut only for external users. 

 

3. System requirements 

 

4. Training and Support information 

Argonaut Help Files are screen sensitive and provide a volume of guidance to users for how to use the 

application. Furthermore, the application is designed to be user friendly and provides a very stable survey tool 

to make ship assessments based on thickness measurements. For support or to report an error, please contact 

our engineering software support team at argonaut.support@lr.org  

Argonaut – v3.1Release Notes. 

http://www.lr.org/argonaut
http://www.lr.org/argonaut
mailto:argonaut.support@lr.org
mailto:argonaut.support@lr.org
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5. What’s new in Argonaut 3.1 

We continue the success of Argonaut application with this new release. The new functionality presented is a 

result of feedback through our discussions within the Argonaut user community. The detailed enhancements to 

fine tune and introduce new data processing tools will add more control for users in order to enhance the 

experience and data entry speed. This release is also looking to improve methods of verification of thickness 

measurement data critical to assess plate renewals. The following is a list of improvements in Argonaut v3.1:   

1. We have added the option for creating a TM1 or TM6 forms to enable reporting “transverse sections of deck 

plating” for bulk carriers. The drop down will provide a new survey requirement: "One Transverse Deck 

Strip" where users can create the above forms instead of using the TM2-3 forms which are designated forms 

for longitudinal strength assessment. 

2. We have changed the conditions for the marking of repairs in the TM forms so now any value of renewal 

thickness below the As-Built value will be marked with Yellow. Also, any renewal thickness value equal to or 

above the As-Built value will be marked with Green colour. The Renewal reports have been updated 

accordingly. Any renewal to ship structure lower than the As-Built designated Rule thickness value should 

be discussed with the class surveyors. We understand the need in remote cases for this type of renewals to 

be carried out. At such cases surveyors should consider application of asset notes to the ship in MAST in 

order to inform future surveyors for the type of renewal carried out. In that way any future thickness 

measurements on these areas should be using Rule thickness value. 

3.  We have enabled Excel look and feel over the Structural ID columns in Argonaut. Users can now drag and 

create and sequence of Item ID’s with alphanumerical order and itemise repeated structural items that are 

commonly found in cargo and water ballast tanks. The users can speed up data entry speed significantly.   

4. We have added the option for creating TM1 and TM6 forms to enable reporting of the longitudinal bulkhead 

plating. There is a new survey requirement available under the corresponding drop down in Argonaut with 

“Longitudinal Bulkhead Plating and Attached Structure”. This will help CAP surveys to generate more 

accurate rating for ships undergoing Condition Assessment Programme. The CAP reports from Argonaut will 

now include a detailed form with all the thickness measurement readings for this structural element which 

can produce a CAP rating assessment for this structural area.   

5. The Undo and Redo keys where reported on previous version of Argonaut as not fully able to revert all the 

user moves. We have fixed this issue and the Undo and Redo keys on the toolbar can now revert all the user 

moves over the TM forms. Please note this will not be able to revert following a “Replace values with 

average” using the new v3.1 functionality (see 6). 

6. In Argonaut v3.1 we are introducing a new toolbar action key. Users can highlight multiple values on the 

column “Gauged Thickness” and click on the “Average Thickness” key on the toolbar over any TM form. A 

new pop up window will show the user the average value of multiple spot thickness values across the same 

plate. The user then has an option to replace values with average thickness. The form will remove all values 

and replace with one row of data of the average thickness value. This is a method to estimate draft spot 

readings during data entry very quickly and accurately. TM report accuracy can be increased while users can 
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import these values in Argonaut with this option. It also assists users to assess critical substantial corrosion 

thickness more easily. Finally, this new function works fully when the report is unlocked but it also works 

after the report is locked for surveyors to review TM reports with areas reported with many spot readings. LR 

requires that average thickness is reported across a plate but there are many instances that spot readings 

can map the corrosion across an area better especially during thicknesses near the substantial and 

excessive corrosion region.  The function is restricted to view average only after the report is locked.   

7. We have changed the survey requirement “Critical and Suspect Areas” to “Suspect Areas” this is in line with 

IACS rule update and LR Rules and Regulations for Ships.  

8. There was an issue reported that affected the TM2-3 and TM8 forms. When a transverse section is reported 

users creates TM2-3 forms for Deck Bottom and NA Zones. If the TM2-3 form that was initially created was 

deleted by the user, this caused the TM8 form to be deleted as well. The TM8 form should retain the other 

zones and remain on the TM report. This is now fixed. 

9. We have added a new verification at Argonaut start up to check for the version number installer on the 

user’s PC. If this is not the latest version a pop up message will inform the user.  

10. The current version of Argonaut is now v3.1 and this has been updated consistently at this release within the 

application user interface and windows.  

11. Some of our surveyors have experienced issues with the network while uploading reports and we have 

applied a change in this version in order to help us track better where the route cause of each issue may be 

and assist our surveyors.  

12. This version is fully compatible with TM jobs prepared in previous versions. Simply import a TM Job.  

13. This version is fully compatible with the Argonaut plug in cloud database and any changes to LR Regulations 

in Survey Scope Requirements can be applied via automatic cloud network updates at application start up.  

 

6. Revision History 

• In Argonaut v2.2.7 during export of a TM Job on CAP only mode an issue prevented the inclusion of all attached 

PDF documents in the exported CAP file. This is now resolved and any new exported CAP file from v2.2.8 of 

Argonaut will include all attached sketches, cover page and supporting documents. 

• Initially v2.2.8 of Argonaut is available from here on to external users (TM Companies) and all internal LR users 

will be receiving a silent upgrade of the DLL, resolving the issue. LR users will receive v2.2.8 of Argonaut when 

their computers are upgraded to Windows 10. LR users do not need to manually upgrade to v2.2.8. 

• In Argonaut v2.2.9 we changed the name of the General Particulars field for “Ship Length” to Freeboard(LL) 

Length(m) since this is the load line length that dictates the application of various requirements related to 

thickness measurement assessment of hull structure. The version also fixed an issue that prevented the changes 

done during updates of the survey scope requirements text to be shown as empty rows on the corresponding 

Argonaut PDF report. 

 


